<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. ALBERTA VOL. FIRE DEPARTMENT INC. ( SS-C05/06-23 )</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Type I Ambulance, Diesel, 4x4 - $280,000.00(80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions: 1-Vehicle must be available for service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: &quot;Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting &quot;No Runs to Submit&quot; as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>48-Funds may not be used for travel, contract, or purchase fees related to the purchase of this equipment.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51-Vehicle Telematics: Must provide access to vehicle for installation, maintenance, and removal of vehicle tracking system provided by OEMS. This remains in effect for the period of the grant.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total: $280,000.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. ARARAT RESCUE SQUAD ( PI-C07/06-23 )</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 LUCAS 3 chest/.LP15V4 - $14,080.00(80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions: 1-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: &quot;Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting &quot;No Runs to Submit&quot; as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total: $14,080.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>3. BEDFORD CO DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND RESCUE ( BR-C04/06-23 )</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Stryker PowerPro XT Stretcher - $12,051.00(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.86</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions: 1-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: &quot;Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services.&quot;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting &quot;No Runs to Submit&quot; as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 2023 Horton Ambulance - $175,000.00(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conditions: 1-Vehicle must be available for service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

48-Funds may not be used for travel, contract, or purchase fees related to the purchase of this equipment.

51-Vehicle Telematics: Must provide access to vehicle for installation, maintenance, and removal of vehicle tracking system provided by OEMS. This remains in effect for the period of the grant.

Total: $202,301.00

4. BUCKINGHAM COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF EMERGENCY SERVICES (SC-C01/06-23)

1 F-550/Wheeled Coach - $175,000.00(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.82

Conditions: 1-Vehicle must be available for service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

48-Funds may not be used for travel, contract, or purchase fees related to the purchase of this equipment.

51-Vehicle Telematics: Must provide access to vehicle for installation, maintenance, and removal of vehicle tracking system provided by OEMS. This remains in effect for the period of the grant.

Total: $175,000.00

5. BUENA VISTA FIREFIGHTERS INC. (CS-C06/06-23)

2 Zoll AED Pro - $8,482.05(80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.82
Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $8,482.05

6. CHARLOTTE COUNTY VOLUNTEER RESCUE SQUAD ( SC-C03/06-23 )
   1 Ambulance F550 4x4 - $175,000.00(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.61

   Conditions: 1-Vehicle must be available for service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

   13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

   28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

   48-Funds may not be used for travel, contract, or purchase fees related to the purchase of this equipment.

   51-Vehicle Telematics: Must provide access to vehicle for installation, maintenance, and removal of vehicle tracking system provided by OEMS. This remains in effect for the period of the grant.

   1 Rechassis Unit 23 Ambulance - $101,200.00(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.04

   Conditions: 1-Vehicle must be available for service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

   13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

   28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

   48-Funds may not be used for travel, contract, or purchase fees related to the purchase of this equipment.

   51-Vehicle Telematics: Must provide access to vehicle for installation, maintenance, and removal of vehicle tracking system provided by OEMS. This remains in effect for the period of the grant.

   Total: $276,200.00

7. CHATHAM RESCUE SQUAD ( PI-C06/06-23 )
   3 Dell Latitude 5430 Rugged - $4,894.79(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.11
Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

**Total: $4,894.79**

8. **CITY OF COVINGTON EMS ( WV-C04/06-23 )**
   - 1 EMD Software and Hardware - $21,439.20 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.54
   - Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

   - Must initiate OEMS Emergency Medical Dispatch Accreditation within the 12 months of EMD Program implementation. The EMD accreditation shall be maintained for a period of five (5) years from the date of the grant award.

   - Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

   - 1 Capers & EMD CAD Integration - $6,400.00 (80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.54

   - Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

   - Must initiate OEMS Emergency Medical Dispatch Accreditation within the 12 months of EMD Program implementation. The EMD accreditation shall be maintained for a period of five (5) years from the date of the grant award.

   - Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

   **Total: $27,839.20**

9. **CLEAR BROOK VOLUNTEER FIRE & RESCUE INC. ( LF-C01/06-23 )**
   - 1 Lucas CPR Device - $8,800.00 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.96

   - Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."
28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $8,800.00

10. CLEVELAND LIFESAVING CREW INC ( CP-C02/06-23 )

20 Motorola APX 4000 Series - $42,315.68(80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.11

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

44-Must be compatible with the Virginia Statewide Communications Interoperability Plan (SCIP) which specifies that all new voice radio systems be P25 compatible to ensure multi-jurisdictional interoperability.

Total: $42,315.68

11. CUMBERLAND FIRE & EMS ( SC-C06/06-23 )

1 Lucas CPR device - $8,800.00(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.18

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $8,800.00

12. DANTE RESCUE SQUAD INC ( CP-C04/06-23 )

1 2025 F 450 Type 1 Ambulance - $189,954.40(80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.68

Conditions: 1-Vehicle must be available for service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.
48. Funds may not be used for travel, contract, or purchase fees related to the purchase of this equipment.
51. Vehicle Telematics: Must provide access to vehicle for installation, maintenance, and removal of vehicle tracking system provided by OEMS. This remains in effect for the period of the grant.

Total: $189,954.40

13. EASTERN SHORE 911 COMMUNICATIONS (ES-C01/06-23)

1 CPR Equipment - $979.18 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.25

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows:
"Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $979.18

14. FLOYD COUNTY EMS INC (NR-C05/06-23)

1 Initial EMD Software & Hardware - $41,067.53 (80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.57

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows:
"Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

25-Must initiate OEMS Emergency Medical Dispatch Accreditation within the 12 months of EMD Program implementation. The EMD accreditation shall be maintained for a period of five (5) years from the date of the grant award.

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $41,067.53

15. GILES COUNTY (NR-C02/06-23)

1 EMD software/hardware - $32,670.72 (80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.50

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows:
"Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

25-Must initiate OEMS Emergency Medical Dispatch Accreditation within the 12 months of EMD Program implementation. The EMD accreditation shall be maintained for a period of five (5) years from the date of the grant award.
28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $32,670.72

16. GOODSON-KINDERHOOK VOLUNTEER FIRE DEPARTMENT (MT-C05/06-23)

1 LUCAS 3 - $8,578.52 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.54

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $8,578.52

17. GRAYSON COUNTY (MT-C07/06-23)

1 Ford F550 Type I Ambulance - $149,939.00 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.11

Conditions: 1-Vehicle must be available for service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

48-Funds may not be used for travel, contract, or purchase fees related to the purchase of this equipment.

51-Vehicle Telematics: Must provide access to vehicle for installation, maintenance, and removal of vehicle tracking system provided by OEMS. This remains in effect for the period of the grant.

1 PowerLoad & PowerPro Stretcher - $29,300.00 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.11

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.
18. GREENE COUNTY EMS ( TJ-C02/06-23 )

1 MTS Power Load/Power Cot - $16,000.00 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.79

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

1 RAM 4500 Diesel MXP170 - $156,000.00 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.50

Conditions: 1-Vehicle must be available for service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

48-Funds may not be used for travel, contract, or purchase fees related to the purchase of this equipment.

51-Vehicle Telematics: Must provide access to vehicle for installation, maintenance, and removal of vehicle tracking system provided by OEMS. This remains in effect for the period of the grant.

Total: $172,000.00

19. HAYSI RESCUE SQUAD ( CP-C03/06-23 )

1 Power system cot - $42,012.86 (80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.67

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $42,012.86

20. ISLE OF WIGHT FIRE-RESCUE ( TI-C07/06-23 )

1 Lucas 3 Replacements - $7,074.64 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.29
Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

**Total: $7,074.64**

**21. KING WILLIAM COUNTY FIRE & EMERGENCY SERVICES ( MP-C05/06-23 )**

1 Priority Dispatch Training - $2,154.24 (80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.79

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

25-Must initiate OEMS Emergency Medical Dispatch Accreditation within the 12 months of EMD Program implementation. The EMD accreditation shall be maintained for a period of five (5) years from the date of the grant award.

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

1 IDNetworks Interface for CAD - $6,400.00 (80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.79

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

25-Must initiate OEMS Emergency Medical Dispatch Accreditation within the 12 months of EMD Program implementation. The EMD accreditation shall be maintained for a period of five (5) years from the date of the grant award.

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

1 Priority Dispatch EMD - $42,346.40 (80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.79

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

25-Must initiate OEMS Emergency Medical Dispatch Accreditation within the 12 months of EMD Program implementation. The EMD accreditation shall be maintained for a period of five (5) years from the date of the grant award.
28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $50,900.64

22. LANCASTER COUNTY EMERGENCY SERVICES (NN-C02/06-23)

1 Stryker Power-LOAD - $14,878.50 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.07

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

Total: $28,878.50

23. LOUISA COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF FIRE AND EMS (TJ-C03/06-23)

1 Ambulance - $175,000.00 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.96

Conditions: 1-Vehicle must be available for service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

Total: $175,000.00

48-Funds may not be used for travel, contract, or purchase fees related to the purchase of this equipment.

51-Vehicle Telematics: Must provide access to vehicle for installation, maintenance, and removal of vehicle tracking system provided by OEMS. This remains in effect for the period of the grant.
24. LYNCHBURG FIRE DEPARTMENT ( BR-C03/06-23 )
  1 Lucas 3 Chest Compression syst - $8,800.00(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.32

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

1 Lifepak 15 Monitor/Defib - $19,800.00(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.32

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $28,600.00

25. NEWPORT VOLUNTEER RESCUE SQUAD ( NR-C03/06-23 )
  1 Ambulance - $248,712.80(80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.50

Conditions: 1-Vehicle must be available for service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

48-Funds may not be used for travel, contract, or purchase fees related to the purchase of this equipment.

51-Vehicle Telematics: Must provide access to vehicle for installation, maintenance, and removal of vehicle tracking system provided by OEMS. This remains in effect for the period of the grant.

1 Stryker Power-Pro Cot (6506) - $20,736.00(80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.50

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."
28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

1 Stryker PowerLoad System - $24,129.60 (80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.50

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $293,578.40

26. PETERSBURG EMERGENCY COMMUNICATIONS (CR-C01/06-23)

1 Nice Recorder EMD Interface - $4,400.00 (80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.18

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

25-Must initiate OEMS Emergency Medical Dispatch Accreditation within the 12 months of EMD Program implementation. The EMD accreditation shall be maintained for a period of five (5) years from the date of the grant award.

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

1 Priority Dispatch - $33,522.40 (80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.18

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

25-Must initiate OEMS Emergency Medical Dispatch Accreditation within the 12 months of EMD Program implementation. The EMD accreditation shall be maintained for a period of five (5) years from the date of the grant award.

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $37,922.40
27. PRATER VOLUNTEER RESCUE SQUAD, INC.  ( CP-C05/06-23 )
   1 Stryker Power Pro 2 Cot - $14,000.00(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.07
   Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows:
   "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical
   Services."

   28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This
   includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to
   monitor compliance.

   1 Stryker Power Load System - $15,070.00(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.07
   Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows:
   "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical
   Services."

   28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This
   includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to
   monitor compliance.

   1 2023 Ford F450 Ambulance - $147,287.50(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.07
   Conditions: 1-Vehicle must be available for service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

   13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding
   was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical
   Services."

   28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This
   includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to
   monitor compliance.

   48-Funds may not be used for travel, contract, or purchase fees related to the purchase of this equipment.
   51-Vehicle Telematics: Must provide access to vehicle for installation, maintenance, and removal of vehicle
   tracking system provided by OEMS. This remains in effect for the period of the grant.

   Total: $176,357.50

28. PULASKI COUNTY PUBLIC SAFETY  ( NR-C01/06-23 )
   1 Power Cot - $12,203.50(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.17
   Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows:
   "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical
   Services."
Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

1 Ambulance Purchase - $157,445.00 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.17

Conditions: 1-Vehicle must be available for service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

48-Funds may not be used for travel, contract, or purchase fees related to the purchase of this equipment.

51-Vehicle Telematics: Must provide access to vehicle for installation, maintenance, and removal of vehicle tracking system provided by OEMS. This remains in effect for the period of the grant.

1 Power Load System - $14,787.50 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.17

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $184,436.00

29. ROANOKE EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES INC ( WV-C02/06-23 )

2 Tempus ALS - $34,389.40 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.32

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $34,389.40

30. ROANOKE FIRE - EMS DEPARTMENT ( WV-C01/06-23 )

1 Stryker Model 6506 Power-PRO X - $12,405.00 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.32
Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

1 2024 Ford E-450 Type 3 Wheeled - $175,000.00(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.32

Conditions: 1-Vehicle must be available for service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

48-Funds may not be used for travel, contract, or purchase fees related to the purchase of this equipment.
51-Vehicle Telematics: Must provide access to vehicle for installation, maintenance, and removal of vehicle tracking system provided by OEMS. This remains in effect for the period of the grant.

Total: $187,405.00

31. SINGERS GLEN VOLUNTEER RESCUE SQUAD, INC ( CS-C01/06-23 )
   1 Stryker MTS Power Load - $14,314.30(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.86

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $14,314.30

32. SOUTHSIDE RESCUE SQUAD, INC ( SS-C03/06-23 )
   1 Load System - $14,500.00(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.11

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."
28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

1 Stretcher - $12,650.00 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.11

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

1 Dodge Ram SLT Type I Ambulance - $146,623.50 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.11

Conditions: 1-Vehicle must be available for service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

48-Funds may not be used for travel, contract, or purchase fees related to the purchase of this equipment.

51-Vehicle Telematics: Must provide access to vehicle for installation, maintenance, and removal of vehicle tracking system provided by OEMS. This remains in effect for the period of the grant.

Total: $173,773.50

33. STANLEY VOLUNTEER RESCUE SQUAD ( LF-C07/06-23 )

2 Lucas Device - $25,057.52 (80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.11

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $25,057.52

34. SUFFOLK FIRE & RESCUE ( TI-C05/06-23 )

3 Lifepak 15 - $52,059.80 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.82
Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $52,059.80

35. TOWN OF CHILHOWIE FIRE & EMS DEPARTMENT ( MT-C02/06-23 )

1 Holmatro Ram Supports - $702.50(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.07

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

6 Holmatro Pentheon Batteries - $2,844.00(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.07

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

1 Holmatro Pent. PSP40 Spreader - $7,141.00(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.07

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

1 Holmatro Pent. PCU50 Cutter - $6,920.50(50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.07

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."
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28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

3 Holmatro Battery Charger - $942.00 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.07

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

1 Holmatro Pent. PTR50 Ram - $5,798.50 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.07

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $24,348.50

36. TOWN OF MARION, MARION FIRE/EMS (MT-C01/06-23)

1 Zoll Autopulse - $3,876.64 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.36

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $3,876.64

37. TOWN OF RICHLANDS (CP-C01/06-23)

4 MOTOROLA APX6500 MOBILE VHFP25 - $10,504.50 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.29

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."
28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

44-Must be compatible with the Virginia Statewide Communications Interoperability Plan (SCIP) which specifies that all new voice radio systems be P25 compatible to ensure multi-jurisdictional interoperability.

9 MOTOROLA APX4000 PORT VHFP25 - $11,978.42 (50 / 50) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 2.29

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $22,482.92

38. WISE RESCUE SQUAD, INC ( LE-C01/06-23 )
2 Lucas 3 - $26,403.10 (80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.82

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $26,403.10

39. WASHINGTON COUNTY EMERGENCY SERVICE ( MT-C04/06-23 )
2 Lucas Chest Compression System - $25,619.20 (80 / 20) State/Local Match Avg Grade: 1.82

Conditions: 13-Acknowledgment must be provided on any printed material, equipment or vehicle as follows: "Funding was made possible by a grant from the Virginia Department of Health, Office of Emergency Medical Services."

28-Agencies must remain compliant with EMS data submissions (Code of Virginia Section 32.1-116.1). This includes documenting "No Runs to Submit" as applicable. The monthly Data Quality Report will be used to monitor compliance.

Total: $25,619.20
Total Awarded: $3,287,692.89
Agencies: 39